
 

11 Steps To Designing Your Lifestyle 
 

1. Clarify your values and set your goals around them. 
What about life, others or yourself are you irresistibly drawn to? 

 
2. Craft your own personal operating system. 
How do you experience life? What are your basic success strategies? How do you most easily get what 
you want? What motivates you? 

 
3. Select a life theme, mission, purpose or vision that pulls you forward.  
This is the meaningful life thread that guides you in your life. 
 

4. Identify the 10 activities that you currently, or would, most enjoy. 
These include recreational activities hobbies, home activities, sports, routines, interests, adventures. 

 
5. Let go of the non-meaningful elements of your life. 
What have you outgrown? What has become a should or obligation. Where are you wasting money? 

 
6. Select the circle of friends who mean the most to you. 
Friends are key to a fulfilling lifestyle. Find friends that ARE what you want to become. 

 
7. Become incredibly and unforgivingly selfish. 
After all, it’s your lifestyle. Come to embrace and enjoy selfishness in its highest and most inspiring form. 

 
8. Structure your finances in order to enjoy your lifestyle, stress-free. 
Either pare your expenses to the bone, or make a lot of money. But don’t live in between; that’s stressful. 

 
9. Find work that is portable, flexible, rewarding and profitable. 
This is work that you wouldn’t want to retire from. 

 
10. Identify the 10 life adventures or experiences that you’ve always 
wanted to do.  
Where would you want to go? What would you like to experience? What do you want to be able to do?. 

 
11. Find a friend, coach or partner to help you design your lifestyle. 
This type of stuff is best explored and created with people who you love and respect. 
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